DS
Last Name
First Name
College
Position
Final Grade
Sails
KJ
USF/UNC
CB
6.21
Height 5’11
Weight 180
40 speed 4.55
Test Score
ATHLETIC ABILITY
SECTION GRADE:
6.2
Q.A.B
6.0
Good athlete with good balance, quickness, agility and flexibility. Solid change of direction and very
Quick Feet
6.0
coordinated. Could also probably play running back. Needs to work on his backpedaling.Anticipates
C.O.D.
6.5
and breaks on the ball well but displays great hand to eye coordination.
Flexibility
6.5
Coordination
6.0
COMPETITIVENESS
SECTION GRADE:
6.5
Toughness
6.0
Although he suffered a knee injury this past season he has proven to be tough and play with aggression.
Clutch Play
6.0
Very instinctive and motivated to be great. With the nickname “Shutdown Sails “ he aims to please and
Production
6.0
let you know about it. Very consistent in zone coverage and also capable of sticking to the hips on
Consistency
6.0
receivers in short routes.
Team Player
6.0
Pride / Quit
6.0
MENTAL ALERTNESS
SECTION GRADE:
6.16
Learn / Retain
6.0
Very active and uses his instincts well to recognize routes and jump them. Active hands and physical
Inst/Reaction
6.5
corner at the point of attack. Loves to bait quarterbacks but this can sometimes be taken for a weakness.
Concentration
6.0
STRENGTH / EXPLOSION
SECTION GRADE:c 6.0
Body Type
6.0
Outside of the injury this past season he has been pretty durable. He is aggressive, in your face CB.
Explodes to the ball, with disruptive hands. Extremely willing tackler. Lean body type but plays
Durability
6.0
stronger than his 6’0 180lbs frame.
Explosion
6.0
Play Strength
6.0

GDE
CATEGORY
6.5 READ & REACT
6.0

M / M COVERAGE

6.5

ZONE COVERAGE

6.5

BREAK AND CLOSE

6.0
6.0

HIPS / TURN ABIL.
TACKLING

6.0

HITTING ABILITY

6.0

HANDS- INT.

5.5

HANDS FGT-BLK

6.5
5.5

DEEP SPEED
RETURN ABILITY

COMMENTS DESCRIPTION
Plays fast and closes on the ball
well. Plays off instinct and emotions.
Very physical and uses his hands
well.Needs to keep receivers from
getting behind him.
Great in Zone coverage. It allows
him to be aggressive in short spaces
which he excels at.
very quick, especially in zone
coverage where he takes chances.
Moves and turns well.
Very aggressive at POA for the most
part but can get caught up in blocks
on the outside.
Aggressive cover corner who does
like to mix it up on occasions.
Active hands around the ball.Attacks
the ball in way a CB would but did
not record many INTs.
Needs to be consistent fighting off
blocks.
Possesses good straight line speed.
Great athlete who is elusive and can
help with return game.

GAMES VIEWED
Miami
Wisconsin
Memphis

COMBINE NOTES
225 REPS
VERTICAL JUMP
BROAD JUMP
20 SHUTTLE
60 SHUTTLE
DNP
3 CONE

CRITICAL FACTORS
ATHLETIC ABILITY 6.0
TACKLING
5.5
PLAY SPEED
6.0

COVERAGE 6.0
COMPETES 7.0
INSTINCTS 6.5

5.5

ERRORS

So aggressive he can be had in
double moves.
STRONG POINTS
Pretty good athlete who plays aggressive and wants to be great.
Considers covering a WR as a personal battle and wants to dominate
everyone he lines up against. Very active hands and physicality at the
POA. Very good in Zone coverage and can also play man.

WEAKNESSES
Again his aggressiveness can be used against him. Vulnerable to
double moves and his physicality can cause pass interference
penalties. Needs to improve on shedding blocks and catching
50/50 balls.

SUMgrGreat MARY
Great ability to anticipate and very active around the receiver and the ball. Not going to be an easy day for most receivers in front of him
Has good speed and quickness in short space but sometimes can be baited into mistakes through over pursuit off pump fakes. Plays
bigger than his 180lbs but needs to get stronger for much better NFL competition. Overall a good pick with some versatility of man but
right now better suited for Cover 2 and 3.. In my observation he is a day 3 pick.
.

